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C++ is a general purpose programming language. The language has object-oriented, imperative and generic features. There are many other
popular languages such as C#, JAVA etc. but C++ is one of the widely used languages for scripting. This book is written for the people with
no previous programming experience or programmers who already know C and want to move on for C++. The book provides plenty of
examples and pictorial descriptions to explain the language concepts in a simplified way. Exercises are designed to enhance language skills.
Some key topics covered are: Basic concepts of procedural and object oriented programming. Programming basics – directives, comments,
variables, constants, data types – basic and derived, typed, operators, expressions and type conversion. Decision statements if-else, switch,
conditional operator. Loop statements for, while and do-while. Break, continue and go to. Array, character array, arrays and structures,
pointers, dynamic memory allocation and pointers with arrays and structures. Functions – inline functions, nesting of function, recursion and
storage classes. Classes and objects, pointer 'this', local classes, abstract classes and namespaces. Constructors and destructors. Friend
and virtual functions. Operator overloading – unary and binary, restrictions on overloading and type conversions. Templates – function and
class templates, standard template library (STL). Exception handling. Stream classes, file handling and command line arguments.
Introduction Trafficking in people is the enrollment, transportation, move, harboring or receipt of people, by methods for danger or utilization
of power or different types of intimidation, of snatching, of misrepresentation, of double dealing, of maltreatment of intensity or unpretentious
affectations that exploit a person's helplessness or the utilization of power or savagery with the end goal of misuse like prostitution, bondage,
constrained work or administrations including asking, exchange organs, marriage, appropriation and youngster officers. Human trafficking is
the trade of humans for the purpose of forced labour, sexual slavery, or commercial sexual exploitation for the trafficker or others. This may
encompass providing a spouse in the context of forced marriage, or the extraction of organs or tissues, including for surrogacy and ova
removal. Human trafficking can occur within a country or trans-nationally. Human trafficking is a crime against the person because of the
violation of the victim's rights of movement through coercion and because of their commercial exploitation. Human trafficking is the trade in
people, especially women and children, and does not necessarily involve the movement of the person from one place to another.
Managing data is an important managerial task in any organisation. Accurate and relevant data is the source of valuable information. Sound
management decisions can be made by managing data efficiently. For managing data effectively the traditional file environment is not
appropriate choice so database management systems are used. A database management system (DBMS) is a computer software application
that interacts with the user, other applications, and the database itself to capture and analyse data. This book provides plenty of examples
and pictorial diagrams to explain the concepts of DBMS in simplified method. Some key topics covered are: Data and information,
Components of DBMS, Database administrators, designers, end users, Concepts on data abstraction, schemas, instances, and data
independence, Data models: Hierarchical, Network, Entity-relationship, Relational, Object-relational, E-R diagrams, roles, Specialization,
generalization, Binary and non-binary relationships, Concept of NULL, Keys: Primary key, Super key, Candidate key, Foreign key etc.,
Integrity constrains, Relational Algebra and Relational Calculus, Codd’s 12 rules, Anomalies in databases, Dependencies: functional, full,
partial, transitive, multivalued, and join, Closure and its uses, Canonical cover, Extraneous attributes, Decomposition, Normalization: first to
fifth normal forms and Boyce-Codd normal form, SQL*Plus commands: CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE, RENAME,
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INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, TRUNCATE, COMMIT, ROLLBACK, SAVEPOINT, SELECT, GRANT and REVOKE, Storage media: Magnetic
disk, RAID, File organization: Sequential, Indexed, B+-Tree, B-Tree, Hashing, PL/SQL: cursors, locks, error handling, triggers, package etc.
Introduction Language, its nature and Mechanisms, Meaning of language: Man’s greatest achievement and significant that above all others
distinguishes him from greatest is a language. Language is the flesh and blood of culture. We can not imagine a world without languages.
Language is an essential component of culture and civilization. General Meaning of Language: Language is vast repertoire of words. The
English world language has been derived from the Latin word – Lingua which means Tongue, French term ‘Langue’ & ‘Parole’ also bear
similar impression on languages. Language is necessary for speaking, learning, reading, writing. It is a type of abstract knowledge. Definition
of Language: · Edward. Sapir: “A purely human norm instinctive method of communication ideas, emotions & desires by means of a system
of voluntarily produced vocal symbols.” · Otto Jesperson: ‘A set of human habits the purpose of which is to give expression to thoughts &
feelings and especially to impart them to others’.
DESCRIPTIONThe book has been written in such a way that the concepts are explained in detail, giving adequate emphasis on examples.
To make clarity of the programming examples, logic is explained properly and discussed by using comments in the program itself. The book
covers the topics right from the start of the software using snapshots of starting the software and writing programs into it. The database
examples are discussed in detail from simple to complex taking into consideration the requirement of students. Various sample projects are
included in the Book and are written in simple language so as to give students the basic idea of developing projects in PHP using MySQL.
The examples given in the book are user-focused and have been highly updated including topics, figures, and examples.The book features
more on practical approach with more examples covering topics from simple to complex one addressing many of the core concepts and
advanced topics also. KEY FEATURES Comprehensive coverage of PHP with MySQL laying more stress on examples.The Book also covers
HTML using practical example along with PHP and MySQL. Strictly in accordance of the syllabus covered under B.E./B.Tech for industrial
and short-term training programs.Simple language, crystal clear approach, straightforward comprehensible presentation.Adopting userfriendly classroom lecture style.The concepts are duly supported by several examples.CONTENTS HTML PHP VariableDeclaration
Operators and Control Statements Arrays Functions Strings Form Processing Cookies and Sessions Databases Validations and File
Handling Object-Oriented Programming Regular Expressions and PDO Fundamentals Sample Projects Practice Paper
Dear Friends, You may wonder, how using a book, it is possible to make game application just in an hour! Even without proper programming
knowledge! I have provided a Demo Video on youtube named Demo of my Book Code & Design of VB Based Game Snake & Ladder Anurag Pandey. Or you can Copy and Paste this on browser: https://www.youtube.com/embed/Z6u_LHi-xTM Please watch that video. And
you would say, yes! Anyone with little Computer knowledge can develop his or her own game application using this book. And this is not only
about developing a game. It is more about learning. In the process of developing Snake & Ladder Game using this book, one will learn a lot
about designing Forms, writing Coding, applying Logic and methods etc. So this book is in fact a learning book. It is helpful for anyone, who is
learning Computer Programming, who is doing Computer Course like Diploma, PGDCA, BCA etc. It is also useful for College/School
students, as Computer programming is part of School course. It is also useful for those, who have passion for programming. This book
contains complete design guide, all required images and complete Coding for developing Snake & Ladder game. That game will have two
auto moving ladders, which shall dramatically send the player up as well as down. However Design and CODING given in this book are
complete and need no modification, but you can also improvise the design and CODING as per your wish. If not for you, even then this book
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may be useful for someone you know. May be your family persons, your relatives, your friends, students etc. I request you to kindly check this
book and help this book reach them, who you think can take benefit from this book. Your review and suggestions requested. Thanks, Anurag
Pandey Bhubaneswar, India 24-08-2020
Following on from the revelation of tobacco mosaic virus in 1892 and foot-and-mouth ailment virus in 1898, the principal 'filterable operator' to
be found in people was yellow fever virus in 1901. New types of human virus are as yet being recognized, at a pace of three or four every
year (see underneath), and viruses make up more than 66% of all new human pathogens , a profoundly noteworthy over-portrayal given that
most human pathogen species are microorganisms, parasites or helminths. These new viruses contrast fiercely in their significance, going
from the uncommon and mellow sickness due to Menangle virus to the overwhelming general health effect of HIV-1. Since the beginning of
microbiology, specialists have concentrated on pathogens that make us and our trained creatures and plants wiped out. Since the beginning
of side effects was the best way to know whether explicit viruses were available years back, the most all around considered viruses are those
that cause malady. Be that as it may, numerous viruses incessantly taint people without inciting sickness, aside from maybe in the extremely
youthful, the old, or the immunosuppressed.
A directory to the universities of the Commonwealth and the handbook of their association.
1.1 Emotional and National Integration: After a long time of foreign administration, new India is united under one flag. Disunity, distrust,
narrow mindedness, prejudice, lack of patriarchism, lack of liberal attitude, provincialism, language hat redness, communalism, etc were the
divisive features of India. But an new shape has to be given to new India. People who speak different languages, practice religions faith,
cultural and social traditions as well as different life style are spread out in different parts of the country. Wherever they may be, they are
Indians. The diversity is religious, languages, traditions, cultures, beliefs have increased the cultural wealth of the land. The independent India
today we have to establish emotional integration for our own development. Emotional integration is the foundation for national integration. If a
person does not develop emotional integration, cannot live in harmony with his neighbour, cannot live with hsi family members, how can he
expected to have psychological integration with the people of other states?.It is essential to develop an attitude of oneness in the people. This
should not be shaken by mindless interests. Emotional integration should develop a pride in as that will be long to one country.
1.1 Introduction Education is endless procedure, which is complicatedly joined with life, advancing the person with an assortment of
experience, encouraging the flares of information with steady testing into the puzzles of life, inside and without. Each educational foundation
should create instructed, astute person who can think freely not a mass which can be controlled. For this, the accentuation in education
should move from packing data to animating explanatory reasoning. Charles E. Silverman in his Crises in Class-room rightly mentioned
"What tomorrow needs isn't mass of scholarly, yet mass of taught men to feel and to go about just as to might suspect. Herbert Spencer said
"Education is the preparation of fulfillment of life; it will draw out the flawlessness which is inert in each man". Education doesn't mean pouring
of part of thoughts or data into the mind of the person. It is a higher procedure of drawing from inside than putting from without. It implies the
continuously mental development and improvement of man from outset to development. Higher education is at very much the same time of
the main thrust of financial improvement and the point of convergence of learning in a general public. It is both vault and maker of information.
Also it is the chief instrument for passing on the collected understanding, social and logical, of humankind. Besides, the impact of
development and innovative advancement implies that financial aspects will progressively request abilities that require elevated level
perspectives.
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Dear Friends, With help of this book Visual Basic beginners, learners and students anyone can develop Snake & Ladder gaming application
in just 1 or 2 hours by following the design guide and copying and paste given code. If you are Visual Basic beginner, learner or student, this
book will be helpful to you. Using design support and Complete CODE given in this book, you will be able to develop your own Snake &
Ladder VB Based Gaming Application just in one or two hours. This application will have two auto moving ladders, which shall dramatically
send the player up as well as down. However Design and CODE are complete and need no modification, but you can also improvise the
design and CODE as per your wish. If you are beginner then this book will help you a lot to understand Visual Basic Coding, applying logics
and methods into programs etc.Your review and suggestions requested.Thanks, Anurag Pandey16-08-2020
?????2021???????? Kiwais 2021 ASPAC eConvention

Study conducted in Erode District, Tamil Nadu, India.
Education is the process of developing the capacities and potentials of the individual so as to prepare that individual to be
successful in a specific society or culture. From this perspective, education is serving primarily as an individual
development function. Education begins at birth and continues throughout life. It is constant and ongoing. Schooling
generally begins somewhere between the ages four and six when children are gathered together for the purposes of
specific guidance related to skills and competencies that society deems important. In the past, once the formal primary
and secondary schooling was completed the process was finished. However, in today’s information age, adults are quite
often learning in informal setting throughout their working lives and even into retirement. Education, in its broadest sense,
may be defined as a process designed to inculcate the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to enable individuals to
cope effectively with their environment. Its’ primary purpose is to foster and promote the fullest individual self- realization
for all people. Achieving this goal requires understanding of commitment to the proposition that education is a primary
instrument for social and economic advancement of human welfare (Verma, 1990).
1.1: CONCEPT, NATURE AND SCOPE OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MEANING: Educational psychology is that
branch of psychology in which findings of psychology are applied in the field of education. Educational psychology is the
part of psychology worried about the logical investigation of human learning. The investigation of learning forms, from
both psychological and conduct points of view, permits scientists to comprehend singular contrasts in insight, subjective
turn of events, influence, inspiration, self-guideline, and self-idea, just as their job in learning. The field of educational
psychology depends intensely on quantitative techniques, including testing and estimation, to improve educational
exercises identified with instructional plan, homeroom the executives, and evaluation, which serve to encourage learning
forms in different educational settings over the lifespan. Educational psychology can to some degree be comprehended
through its relationship with different orders. It is educated principally by psychology, bearing a relationship to that
discipline similar to the connection among medication and science. It is likewise educated by neuroscience. Educational
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psychology thus illuminates a wide range regarding specialties inside educational investigations, including instructional
plan, educational innovation, educational plan improvement, authoritative learning, specialized curriculum, study hall the
board, and understudy inspiration. Educational psychology the two attracts from and adds to subjective science and the
learning sciences. In colleges, branches of educational psychology are normally housed inside resources of instruction,
potentially representing the absence of portrayal of educational psychology content in early on psychology textbooks.
Provides a comprehensive coverage of the subject, Emphasis is laid to ensure the conceptual understanding of
numerical methods, Formulae for different numerical methods have been derived in the simplest manner, algorithms for
these methods are developed using pseudo language, Large number of programming exercises to test your for
reference, large number of multiple choice questions and review exercises to test your programming skills acquired,
Majority of the algorithms are implemented in C,C++ and FORTRAN languages.
Leaders in every field are making the world a better place to live. People with strong faith in themselves have the ability
to make the change. Even though there are 18 types of leadership behaviours, every leader has a core aim to complete
their vision. The leadership style of a person depends on the field of work, followers, circumstances, and, of course, the
changing world. Technology, lifestyle, and needs of the world drastically change every year. Hence, the path towards the
goal might also upgrade. Staying productive and positive in a changing environment should be your mission to be a good
leader. Half of the 18 leadership styles swing towards people-oriented characteristics and the remaining half has processoriented traits. While some leaders prefer to be open and inviting, the other leaders believe in dedicated rules. It depends
on you and how you want to make changes in the world. Find your leadership style, learn new things, and make your
ideas worth sharing with the world. Stories of 18 popular leaders in this book make one thing certain, you can teach
yourself to be a leader. To go somewhere, you have to start first. The world needs more amazing leaders. Leaders can
even make impossible things happen with their charm and focus. The world also needs more followers. Followers work
hard to prove themselves. Some of these followers develop the potential to become a future leader. You could be the
new leader, but first, you have to have a strong mission, vision, and trust in your abilities. Leaders and followers together
are the backbone of the developing world.
Current period is too quick to even think about utilizing the time factor to improve the exhibition. It is the main conceivable
because of the utilization of Internet. With the appearance of smart phones in India, correspondence in life has gotten
smart and simple. Presently a days we don't need to utilize internet bistro for noting official/individual sends. A large
number of us currently discover everything open with the dash of screen and henceforth socialization specifically has
been fenced around bits and bytes. Smart phones have not just discovered spot among youth and common laborers
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however even babies and senior residents, every one of whom are utilizing them viably and intricately. As some other
unrest, this rose pattern has profoundly impacted the more youthful age. The internet, as we know, has grown rapidly
over the last decades. It has given rise to many avenues in every field like education, entertainment, business, or reports.
However with every boon there is a curse too. The course is Cyber-crime –illegal activities committed over the internet.
The internet, along with its advantages has also exposed us to security risks. Computers today are being misused for
unlawful activities like e-mail espionage, credit card fraud, spam, software piracy, spreading of viruses and so on, which
invade our privacy and offend our senses. Criminal activities over internet are on the rise. Cyber-crime is a term used
broadly to describe criminal activity in which computers or networks are a tool, a target, or a place of criminal activity.
These categories are not exclusive and many activities can be characterized as failing in one or more categories.
This guide contains questions with answers likely to be asked in the question paper set for DBMS for B.E.(Comp. Sc.),
MCA, M.Sc(IT), PGDCA and other IT related examinations. It includes eight Chapters and each chapter contains
important questions with answers. This guide covers questions related to concepts of DBMS architecture, administration
and fundamentals of database design. It covers topics like entity-relationship diagram, normalization, aggregation,
functional dependencies and clustering. It contains questions related to transaction processing, security concurrency
control, database recovery and query processing. Separate chapters are added to give coverage of SQL and Relational
Algebra and Calculus. Ample numbers of diagrams are used to illustrate the answers for easy understanding. Sample
papers with answers are also added at the end of this guide to evaluate progress buy readers. Separate section is added
to cover short questions with answers to prepare readers to answers objective type of questions that might be asked in
examination and to assess their comprehension about the entire subject. A glossary of numerous technical terms is
included for easy understanding of the subject matter.
Lions District 324B1, Printed Directory was released by District Governor PMJF Lion R N Karunanithi, in December 2020.
It contains information on Lions Clubs International, Lion Leaders in India, DG Teams, Cabinet Officials, Region & Zone
Chairpersons, District Chairpersons, Club Officials and Lion Members. This Digital edition is a replica of the printed
edition, to enable portability of information through the Smart Mobile Phones, the Lions Carry.
The present study "Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables in West Bengal" Ph.D thesis in a book form has been arranged
altogether in eleven chapters including Introduction which presents the items are given in a chronological order; Chapter
11: Historical Background of the State; Chapter 111: Geographical Environment of the State; Chapter IV: Cultivation of
Marketable Fruits & Vegetables in the State; Chapter V : Processing & Preservation of Fruits & Vegetables in the State;
Chapter VI: Agri. Export Zones & Allied Services; Chapter VII: Infrastructure Development in the State; Chapter VIII:
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Marketing Scenario i.e Marketing of Fruits &Vegetables in the State in its various aspects; Chapter IX : Analysis &
Interpretation; Chapter X: Summary of the thesis- its Findings, Problems, Recommendations, Conclusion and
Bibliography; Chapter XI: Recent Development.
Human knowledge as it exists today broadly consists of facts and theories. New facts, new concepts and new ways of
doing things increased its quantum with the passage of time. This knowledge enables us to understand, comprehend,
explain, control, predict, or cope with a given situation. The sources from which we obtain knowledge range from those
that are highly reliable to those that are completely unreliable. The knowledge obtained from the unreliable sources is
based on assumptions, beliefs, and untested generalizations. Such generalizations are usually accepted on faith,
tradition, or authority and no effort is made to verify their validity. In contrast, reliable knowledge is based on objectives
verification of generalizations.
Study conducted of Bombay Stock Exchange listed Indian software companies.
The quality of library collections depends heavily on the initial assessment requirements. An accurate assessment assists
with meeting the goals and missions of the library, but the introduction of digital media and resources is accompanied
with new challenges in measuring the effective use of the library’s collection. The Handbook of Research on Inventive
Digital Tools for Collection Management and Development in Modern Libraries details how libraries strive to bridge
traditional collections with their new digital counterparts. Providing real-world examples and analysis of the modern
library, this publication is a timely reference source for professionals and researchers in the fields of library and
information science, as well as executives interested in information and organizational development.
A Guide book in English - Gujarati language for English Text book for VNSGU Students, Surat, Gujarat, India.
ASP.NET is the next generation ASP, but it's not an upgraded version of ASP. ASP.NET is an entirely new technology for serverside scripting. ASP.NET is a part of the Microsoft .NET framework, and a powerful tool for creating dynamic and interactive web
pages. ASP.NET is a server side scripting technology that enables scripts (embedded in web pages) to be executed by an Internet
server. ASP.NET is a Microsoft Technology. ASP stands for Active Server Pages. ASP.NET is a program that runs inside IIS. IIS
(Internet Information Services) is Microsoft's Internet server. IIS comes as a free component with Windows servers. IIS is also a
part of Windows 2000 and XP Professional.
In the Indian context.
Third gender or third sex is an idea where people are classified, either without anyone else or by society, as neither man nor lady.
It is likewise a social classification present in social orders that perceive at least three genders. The term third is generally
comprehended to signify "other"; a few anthropologists and sociologists have portrayed fourth, fifth, and "some" genders. Science
decides if a human's chromosomal and anatomical sex is male, female, or one of the extraordinary minor departure from this
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sexual dimorphism that can make a level of equivocalness known as intersex. However, the condition of specifically recognizing
as, or being distinguished by society as, a man, a lady, or other, is generally additionally characterized by the person's gender
personality and gender job in the specific culture in which they live. Not all societies have carefully characterized gender roles. In
various societies, a third or fourth gender may speak to altogether different things. To Native Hawaiians and Tahitians, M?h? is a
middle of the road state among man and lady, or an "individual of uncertain gender". Some conventional Diné Native Americans of
the Southwestern US recognize a range of four genders: ladylike lady, manly lady, female man, and manly man. The expression
"third gender" has likewise been utilized to depict the hijras of India who have increased lawful personality, fa'afafine of Polynesia,
and sworn virgins.
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